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4.8Wonderful!

Charming place....just needs so TLC!
4/5 Stayed Mar 2023
piscesfille

Villa Madeline is a charming community of separate mini-homes with private pools built into a hillside.
The grounds are lovely and well maintained. The views are amazing, it really is a gem of a place!

The unit we rented, Villa Pineapple has so much potential, just in need of some TLC

Villa Pineapple’s furnishings were comfortable and charming. The air-conditioning units in the
bedroom and living room worked well especially when ceiling fans were utilized. This is an end unit, so
neighbors on one side only. Our stay was very peaceful. There were plenty of beach towels and we
found beach chairs in the closet.

Things we would have appreciated ( next guests will too) : Two bath towels per person. We borrowed
from the swim towels.

The kitchen is in dire need of glassware: One glass and three plastic tumblers weren't enough. A few
more mugs would have been great too. We were really looking forward to making blended drinks,
however the blender had been broken and not yet replaced.

Pool Area: The teak wood loungers were nice but really needed clean and comfortable cushions. The
chairs with the small table were uncomfortable and rickety, not very functional especially for dining.
Substantial pool loungers / chairs and an umbrella would have been great. We were disappointed to
see that there was no grill.

Our host Kelly was communicative and kind in letting us check out a little later.

We had a lovely time in St. Croix.

Published Apr 12, 2023

Wonderful location but a bit dated
4/5 Stayed Mar 2023
karen w.



The views are amazing and location is fantastic but this villa could use some TLC! Also, glass ware
was very limited for a unit that can house 4 adults. Several pool tiles were broken and French doors
were hard to operate due to lack of maintenance. Overall it is a great place that just needs some care

Published Mar 16, 2023

Perfect paradise accommodations
5/5 Stayed Mar 2023
Jason S.

Place was clean, well equipped and in a beautiful location. The pool was awesome

Published Mar 7, 2023

Villa Pineapple.
4/5 Stayed Feb 2023
Mary Anne D.

Wonderful stay.. enjoyed the unit and it’s location. This is a lovely property.

However,

Pool area needs upgrade…pads for chairs (dirty, flat and unusable ) umbrella (stand there but no
umbrella), pool tiles missing.

Kitchen had 1 wine glass….no blender!

Just some things that would have made it fantastic!!!

Published Mar 4, 2023

Nice - Private Getaway
5/5 Stayed Dec 2022
Steve V.

The property was nice and quiet. Good communication with Kelly. I would recommend it...

Published Jan 7, 2023
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